ABSTRACT Object tracking is a difficult work in complex situations including crowded environment, occlusion, out of view, and fast motion. Recently, many tracking strategies have been designed to handle the object tracking in complex conditions. However, most of the designed methods are inefficient to tackle the target aspect ratio variation and disappearance problems during the long-term tracking. Hence, it is most important to design a tracking algorithm that effectively reduce the drifting problem and recapture the target from the tracking failure. In this paper, we proposed a robust correlation filter-based moving object tracker with scale adaptation and online re-detection. First, we trained a translation filter using kernelized correlation filter with the multiple features for identifying the initial target location in each frame. Second, we used the high confidence score of the correlation output to reduce the model-drifting problem. Third, we introduced a new online re-detection strategy to relocate the target at the time of tracking failure. This re-detection component activated dynamically based on the present and historical confidence scores of the target. To tackle the aspect ratio and scale variation problems, we used detection proposal with the correlation filter method. The experimental evaluation on the several benchmark datasets proved that our results significantly better compared with the other methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual target tracking is the challenge of estimating an unknown position and size of the target object throughout the video sequences, where the target location specified in the first frame. Object tracking is useful in various real life applications such as robotics, video surveillance system, human computer interaction, traffic management system, missile tracking and automated car driven system [1] - [7] . Over the past ten years, noticeable progress have been accomplished in visual object tracking study and most of the visual tracking works in simple conditions were solved well, as surveyed in [8] and [9] . Even though the recent improvements in visual tracking performance, the technical improvement of the present object tracking system cannot obtain the real human visual system perfection. Hence, the present object tracking methods have more scope for improvement. The moving target tracking is complicated because of the object appearance variations and its surrounding background, as well as different complicated situations including scale variation, occlusion, out of view, deformation, rotation and fast motion. Current visual tracking methods are categorized as either generative or discriminative. Generative tracking algorithms locate the target object by building a robust target appearance model and finding the best region to match the target model. For example, sparse representation tracking [10] - [12] , compressive tracking [13] and incremental Log-Euclidean subspace learning [14] . In contrast with the generative trackers, discriminative trackers locate the target by constructing an object model and background model, and distinguish the target from the neighboring background by discriminative classifier [15] - [20] . Avidan [15] used Support Vector Machine as a binary classifier to separate the object from the neighboring background. Hare et al. [19] proposed a new method for visual tracking by using support vector machine. Babenko et al. [16] handle the obscurity difficulty in the training samples by using Multiple Instance Learning. These tracking approaches also called tracking by detection and widely used in recent single visual object tracking research. Besides the single object trackers, many multi object-tracking methods [21] , [22] also used tracking by detection technique. For robust object representation, different types of features used in visual tracking tasks such as Gray, Histograms of Gradients Orients (HOG) [23] , Color Naming [24] and Deep features [25] . Some tracking algorithms [26] - [31] combined the multiple features and achieved great performance in visual tracking research. Inspired by the strong ability of deep features in object recognition [32] , some visual tracking algorithms [33] - [37] take the advantage of the deep features for robust visual tracking. To reduce the challenge of object tracking, different paradigms explain in the literature [38] . Among the several paradigms, algorithms based on the kernelized correlation filters provide better results, evident from the Object Tracking Benchmark [38] , [39] .
The handcrafted features based correlation filter (CF) tracking algorithms [28] , [40] - [42] and CNN features based CF trackers [25] , [36] , [37] have made more attention in the visual tracking research field. These tracking algorithms also achieved the state-of-the-art performance on the OTB-2015 [38] dataset. However, these correlation filter trackers still have several limitations: (1) these algorithms could not handle the long time occlusion and out of view problems properly. Most of the CF based methods trained the appearance model wrongly by the background at the time of target disappearance. This easily made the tracking drift or lost the target. Some part-based tracking algorithms [43] - [45] are popular to minimize the occlusion problem. However, these methods raised the computational cost due to the several parts computation and addition. The kernel correlation based LCT [46] and MUSTer [47] trackers used long-term memory to handle long-time full occlusion but they also fails to track the target when the target leaves the area-of-view and back again after long time. To overcome this situation, we proposed confidence score based model updating and online redetection strategy. (2) These tracking algorithms were limited to solve the target aspect ratio and scale variations. For some real applications including automatic surveillance system, car driving, and missile guidance, the tracking performances were affected largely by the accurate determination of the target aspect ratio and scale. The particle filter based tracking method [48] was adopted to tackle the large-scale variation. However, the overall tracking speed and scale estimation efficiency of the target were affected by the particles. Recently multi-scale based CF algorithm [26] was proposed to minimize the scale variation of the target. This scale estimation method has convinced an accurate determination of the target's scale in some CF based trackers [46] , [49] . However, this method considered multiple templates to estimate the target scale but could not address the model drifting challenge due to the online linear model updating and could not solve the aspect ratio problem. We used fast object detection proposal to solve the target's aspect ratio and scale variation problems.
In this research, we introduced a scale adaptive and online re-detection object tracking method based on the kernel correlation filter (SARCF). The principle contributions of this study are listed as follows: 1) We proposed translation, scale and re-detection modules based on the kernel correlation and object detection proposal. We also maintain an appearance model for these three modules without considering a separate appearance model for each module. We utilize HOG, Intensity and Color naming features for these three modules. 2) To maintain a reliable object model and effective redetection, we proposed a restricted model updating and limited re-detector module activation based on the average peak-to-correlation energy (APCE) [29] and maximum correlation response score. This model updating technique gracefully strikes the symmetry between object appearance variation and model drifting. 3) We integrated the object detection proposals into our tracking method for the target size estimation and re-detection. 4) We were conducted comprehensive experiments on the OTB-2015 [38] , Temple color 128 [50] and 20 longterm benchmark video sequences with the significant occlusion and out of view problems. The experimental outputs showed that the integration of scale adaptation and reliable re-detection strategies increased the overall performance of our SARCF method comparing with other tracking methods.
II. RELATED WORKS
Recently, correlation filters and deep-based features give more consideration in visual tracking. Correlation filter trackers [40] - [42] provide fast computation. Deep features based correlation filter [25] , [37] provided high performance but the computational time is so high. Therefore, deep features based correlation filter [25] , [37] is not applicable in real time situations. Bolme et al. [40] first introduced adaptive correlation filter using single channel feature and the tracker run at 660 frames per second (FPS) with reasonable accuracy. This tracker also used peak-to-sidelobe ratio to detect the tracking failure. Henriques et al. [41] introduced circulant structure matrix for the training samples with a gray intensity feature. Henriques et al. [42] proposed kernelized correlation filter with the circulant structure matrix and HOG features that provided high accuracy, and runs more than 100 FPS. Ma et al. [25] proposed correlation filter method based on the hierarchical convolutional neural network (CNN) features and achieved better results than HOG features. Valmadre et al. [36] proposed end-to-end learning based correlation filter with the integration of correlation filter and Siamese CNN for increasing the frame rate without reducing the accuracy. Bertinetto et al. [51] proposed an effective complementary correlation filter method that uses the benefit of the color histogram and HOG features. Danelljan et al. [52] proposed Spatially Regularized correlation filter (SRDCF) to handle the boundary effect efficiently by using a spatial regulation component, which has an excellent performance. Lukezic et al. [53] proposed a channel and spatial reliability map to decrease the value of the correlation filter outside object boundary to zero. Galoogahi et al. [54] , [55] handle the boundary effects by the real negative samples to train much effective correlation filters.
The standard CF based trackers has no technique to determine the target aspect ratio and scale. To minimize the scale problem, many trackers introduced scale adaptive CF trackers. Li and Zhu [27] introduced multi-features based scale adaptive correlation filter tracker (SAMF) to solve the scale problem. However, this method has higher computational cost because the translation filter has to be applied at different resolutions to determine the accurate target scale. Danelljan et al. [26] proposed a separate translation filter and a separate scale filter to computes the target translation and scale individually that provided better scale estimation than SAMF [27] . These two methods used target information on the various scales to determine the actual target scale that increased the computational cost. To increase the tracking speed along with the accuracy, Danelljan et al. [49] extended [26] by integrating features dimension reduction strategy. Montero et al. [56] proposed scalable kernel correlation filter (sKCF) by introducing Gaussian window method and key-point based model to solve the scale variation problem in the KCF method. Tang and Feng [57] introduced a new and fast scale detection strategy based on the bisection search and fast computation of the features. Zhang et al. [58] proposed a new scale estimation scheme by an averaging the estimated scales over n successive frames. Bibi and Ghanem [59] proposed Multi-Template Scale-Adaptive Kernelized Correlation Filters by maximizing the posterior distribution over different scales rather than maximum response map for more stable tracking. The abovementioned scale adaptive methods can solve the scale change problem but cannot solve the aspect ratio variation problems. Li et al. [60] introduced a one-dimensional boundary correlation filters to deal the aspect ratio and scale problems, and the boundary correlation filters integrated with the center correlation filter during the tracking. Huang et al. [61] , [62] , proposed detection proposal based correlation filter tracker with the integration of correlation filter and object detection proposal [63] to minimize the aspect ratio and scale change problems.
To handle the partial and full occlusion problems, many trackers introduced part based tracking strategy. The part based trackers divided the target object into different parts and combine all parts result for the final prediction. Liu et al. [43] proposed part based multiple correlation filters, which partition the target object into five parts and assigned independent correlation filter for each part. The final target location is determined by combining five correlation filters response using Bayesian interference method. Akin et al. [44] proposed long-term object tracking using deformable part based and correlation filters framework. This tracker introduced collaborative model between the local and global filters to handle the occlusion and scale changes.
Recently, many tracking methods [64] - [67] used tracking by detection framework to re-detect the target at the time of tracking failure. Kalal et al. [64] proposed long-term tracker that divided the tracking work into three modules: tracking, learning and detection (TLD). The tracking modules detect the target in each frame and provide the training samples to the detector that re-initializes the algorithm in case of failure. The learning modules determine the detector error and update it to reduce the error in future. The TLD method used optical flow for object location and scale estimation. The optical flow strategy could not properly encode the object appearance variations and model drifting occurred due to the large appearance changes. This strategy also applied in longterm tracking [46] , [47] , [68] , [69] to re-detect the target when tracking failure occurred. Ma et al. [46] proposed longterm correlation algorithm that divided the tracking works into translation, scale and appearance correlation filters. The translation correlation filters determine the target location and scale correlation filter estimated the scale variation. Based on the appearance correlation filters output, this method activated the re-detection module. The LCT method used fixed search area and could not consider the predicted scale size to update the transition filter. Zhang et al. [68] introduced multiexpert restoration technique to correct the noisy model update based on the minimum entropy criteria. Zhu et al. [69] introduce collaborative correlation tracking algorithm that learned a target appearance model using multi-scale correlation filter and adopt online CUR filter to reduce the model drifting.
Our present work was different from the abovementioned methods in four cases: i) We used kernel correlation filter based translation, scale and re-detection modules with the multiple features (HOG, Intensity and Color naming) integration. ii) We integrated object detection proposal into the scale and re-detection stages for scale estimation and longterm tracking. iii) We checked the authenticity of the target object and update the target model adaptively. iv) After tracking failure detection, the re-detection module activated and expanding the search area to find the target.
III. METHODOLOGY
This part describes the methodology of our designed method. The diagram of our SARCF method graphically display in Fig. 1 . Our tracking strategies including a KCF method, object detection proposal, object size estimation, online redetection and confidence model updating.
A. KCF TRACKER
Correlation filter method is widely applied in visual tracking research due the fast computation and high accuracy. The correlation filter method used discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 75246 VOLUME 6, 2018 to transfer the image patches into frequency domain. Kernelized Correlation Filters (KCF) [42] is the most important discriminative correlation filter (DCF) method. In our experiment, we used Gaussian KCF for the target tracking. The KCF tracker learned a filter from a number of training patches. It used an input image patch x of M ×N pixels to train a classifier f (x) = w, φ(x) that holds the target object. Each training sample x (m,n) was acquired by circular shifts of x with m pixels vertically and n pixels horizontally. Each shifted training sample x (m,n) has a regression target label y (m,n) and the regression target label was computed by the Gaussian function. The classifier was trained to find an optimal filter w by minimizing the regression problem:
where x (m,n) is the input, y (m,n) is the regression value, , is the inner product and ξ = 10 −4 denote the regularization parameter that prevents over-fitting. The element wise multiplication of φ(x) was calculated by the kernel function k(x,x). According to the characteristics of the circulant matrices [41] , we applied FFT to reduce the cost function.
The solution of the regression function represented as (2) by using kernel:
It can be easily observed that the optimal value of w was equivalent to the optimal value of α . The optimal filter α can be computed as follows [70] :
where K , I and λ represents the kernel matrix, identity matrix and the vector of coefficients α i , respectively. The main characteristic of the KCF tracker is that the problem in (3) can be solved without constructing the kernel explicitly. Then the solution is written bŷ
whereˆis the DFT, F −1 is the inverse Fourier Transform (IFT) and K xx denoted a kernel cross correlation in the Fourier domain. In the multi-domain features space, the kernel correlation K xx based on the Gaussian kernel function is defined as below:
where σ is the Gaussian kernel size, F −1 is the IFT,x * denoted complex conjugation ofx, denotes element-wise product and d represents the feature dimension. During the detection process, we generated different candidate samples using the cyclic shift operation from the new input image z, which was centered around the previous target position and has the same size with the training VOLUME 6, 2018 sample x. We computed the correlation response for each sample to find the best possible location of the target. The correlation responseŷ can be calculated by using Fourier Transformation:ŷ
where F −1 stands the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT), α is the classifier coefficient, z is the current input image,x represents the trained target appearance andkx z is a kernel correlation betweenx and z. The current target object position was determined as follows:
where L f is the previous frame target location, indicate rounded-down integer andŷ(m, n) represent the position of the maximum correlation score at the current frame.
B. ROBUST CLASSIFIER DESIGN
To make a robust tracking algorithm, the object model updated over times because the target appearance variation occurs during the entire tracking process. Due to the tracking accuracy and speed, we build our tracking algorithm based on the KCF. The KCF method used the classifier coefficientŝ α and trained target appearancex as models. It is computationally burden for online updating the models by reducing the error from all the previous outputs. Thus, the KCF tracker updated the models by the linear interpolation:
where t and γ represent the current frame index and predefined learning rate, respectively. This linear interpolation based model updating strategy leads to suboptimal, because this scheme mainly considered the present frame not used all the past frames simultaneously for the current models updating. Contrary with the KCF tracker, the MOSSE method [40] introduced a robust model updating technique to update the present model by considering all the past frames. However, this strategy was applied to a linear kernel and single dimensional feature. In this research, we used the model updating technique as described in [28] with the Gaussian kernel classifiers and multi-dimensional features.
To update the classifier, we considered all the extracted target appearances {x k : k = 1, . . . , t} from the initial frame to the present frame t. The cost function was computed by the weighted average quadratic error over these historical frames. To maintain a simple training and detection steps, the solution was confined to a set of classifier coefficients. Each frame i was multiplied by a constant δ i ≥ 0. The total cost function is then expressed by:
The classifier coefficients can be obtained by reducing the cost function as:
where the capital letters denoted as DFT, i.e. Y i = F(Y i ) and
is the output of the kernel function k. The weight δ i was set by the learning rate parameter γ . The numerator α t N and denominator α t D of α t = α t N /α t D were computed individually. The model parameters were updating by using (11) . The appearance modelx t was updated as like the KCF method by the linear interpolation. The model-updating step explains as below:
Note that this model updating strategy update the model without saving all the historical appearances. By saving the current model {α t N ,α t D ,x t }, the model in each new frame was updated using (11) . This strategy confirmed that the computational cost has insignificant affect the tracking speed. As like the KCF tracker, the appearance modelx t was used to evaluate the correlation response map in detection step for the subsequent frames.
C. SCALE ADAPTATION USING OBJECT DETECTION PROPOSAL
The Edge Box [63] detection strategy generates a large number of bounding boxes within a fraction of second based on the contour information. This strategy efficiently calculate the target box scores from the input image based on the location and bounding box size without requiring extra training process. We integrated this detection proposal with the KCF tracker to enhance the scale estimation performance. During the tracking, when an input frame t comes, the KCF based translation estimation was performed on the image patch z d whose center positions at p t−1 and search area size was s d w t−1 × s d h t−1 cropped from the current frame. The target size varies due to the aspect ratio and scale variations, our method resized the cropped patch z d to s d w t × s d h t by the bilinear interpolation method before using equation (6) . The new position of the target p d t can be determined based on the maximum element position. The maximum element value was recorded and represented by v.
We applied the Edge Box detection proposal on the resized cropped patch to estimate the target aspect ratio and scale. It was evaluated on the image patch Z p that was centered around the current detected location at l d t of scaling window size S e W t−1 × S e H t−1 , where e denoted scaling factor and W t−1 × H t−1 was the previous frame target size. We used smaller scaling factor S e compared to the translation area size s d because the scale changes occurred smaller than the translation variation. The Edge Box generated large set of bounding boxes rearranged by their scores. From these large set of proposals, we only used the first 200 proposals and applied proposal rejection strategy for further refined them. This strategy computed the intersection over union (IoU) between each proposal and current target size. If the IoU score lies between 0.6 and 0.9 then the proposal was accepted.
The accepted proposals further evaluated to take the most promising object proposal. For each accepted proposal, we cropped out corresponding patch z with the padding area s d from the current image and resized to s d w t ×s d h t . We used the same modelx and α to evaluate the proposal response:
where (.) indicates the summation of the total elements in a matrix. From the evaluating proposals, we consider the object proposal with maximum response denoted by f max and its position and size denoted by l z t and w z t × h z t , respectively. If f max is lower than v then we abandon the promising proposal and set the translation filter detected target center as a new location and unchanged the target size. If f max is higher than v, we used a damping factor η to update the target position and size:
The dumping factor in the above equation makes the result more robust because it controlled the target position and size from oversensitive variations.
D. CONFIDENCE MODEL UPDATING
Most of the CF trackers update the learned model in every frame. Model drifting problem occurred due to the linear model updating strategy. In generally, correlation filter provides a large peak when the detected target object is highly matched with the correct target object and false respond to the background. We proposed high confidence model updating method based on the correlation response map and APCE [32] . In the current frame, we first compute the translation response map R by using (6) and the output was used as a reference for the APCE calculation. The APCE of the t-th frame can be estimated by:
where R max , R min , h and w represents the maximum value, minimum value, height and width of the response output, respectively. This indicator determined the reliability and fluctuation degree of the response map. Then, we consider the maximum response R max and APCE scores to compute the target reliability. The reliability of the target object was determined by the following conditions:
where R t max represent the maximum response value of the current frame t, A R = t t=2 max(R)/(t − 1), A APCE = t t=2 APCE/(t − 1) and τ denote the threshold value. If the conditions are satisfied then the target object is reliable, otherwise, the target is unreliable. We only update the target appearance modelx and classifier coefficientα using (11) , when the target is reliable.
E. ONLINE RE-DETECTION
The object's movement between two frames was computed by the KCF translation estimation stage under different assumption that the target was visible and the target movement between two images was small. Only these strategies cannot recover the target if the object moves outside from the camera view and it reappears in the scene view.
At the time of tracking failure, it was important to used online re-detection strategy for increasing the long-term tracking performance. Most of the object re-detection strategy searching the image window by a sliding window mechanism and learned a classifier for the target object. Instead of using online classifier [46] , [65] - [68] , we proposed online re-detection strategy that based on the Edge Box and KCF to relocate the lost target from the expanded search area. The LCT tracker used appearance threshold value to activate the re-detector module. However, if this online re-detection strategy used in every frame, the tracker will undergo massive computational load that decrease the tracking speed. Our redetector module was activated when the output of the (15) was false.
In the detection step, we computed the bounding boxes using Edge Box detection proposal from the image patch with the center axis (x, y) and patch length (w, h). Instead of searching the whole image, we expanded the search area by
where w is width, h is height, and d is the padding size which is 4 for large target and 8 for small target. The final value of EA was used as a search area size of the Edge Box object detection proposals. The Edge Box method generated large number of object proposals. From these set, we refined the promising proposals based on the target size (width and height) and size of the proposal-bounding box. We obtained the most promising bounding box set
For each bounding box, we extracted an image patchb i from the bounding box center location and has the same search area as like translation filter. The image patch set
For each image patchb i ∈ I s , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, we extracted multiple features (HOG, Intensity and Color naming) and computed the correlation response using equation (12) . The bounding box confidence values stored asS = {s 1 ,s 2 ,s 3 , . . . ,s k }. Here, we not only consider the maximum confidence value related bounding box to recover the target object but also consider the motion constraint in case of fast changes between two subsequent image frames. We calculate the center location difference L D between each candidate proposal P(i, j) and the last target center as:
where σ stand the area of the target size and ω is the weight factors that control the balance between motion smoothness and the confidence patch (multiplied ω with each proposal response score). The re-detected target-bounding box was determined bỹ
After detecting the re-detected target-bounding box b i , we need to make decision. If the value of ω i * s i is greater than the maximum response of the last reliable frame then it is accepted as a new target position. Otherwise, the re-detected bounding box is rejected.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To assess the experimental performance of our present study, we executed comprehensive experiment on the OTB-2015 (58,897 frames), Temple Color 128 (55,346 frames) and 20 challenging long-term sequences called Long-term (31,912 frames) tracking dataset. Firstly, we describe different parameters setting, evaluation criteria and datasets for the experiment. Secondly, we explain the quantitative results comparison of the proposed SARCF method and other competing trackers on the OTB-2015 and Temple Color 128. Thirdly, we describe the experiment analysis on the 20 long-term sequences. Fourthly, we provide the qualitative experiment analysis on the OTB-2105 dataset. Finally, the attribute-based and robustness analysis are described.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We used Intel Core i9-7900X 3.30GHz CPU, 16 GB RAM and Matlab-2015b to implement our proposed work. The search area for the translation and scale filter was T s * (1+1.5) and T s * (1 + 0.4) respectively, where T s is the current frame target size. We used Gaussian kernel in our work and kernel bandwidth was set to s = √ MN /16, where M ×N represents target size, regularization parameter was set to λ = 10 −4 and learning rate was 0.01. The HOG cell size was 4 × 4 and the HOG orientation bin number was 9. For Edge Box detection, we used the same parameters setting as like Edge Box [63] , the step size was α = 0.65, non-maximum suppress (NMS) threshold was set to β = 0.65. The damping factor was set to η = 0.7. The maximum number of proposal was 200. We used 31 channel HOG features and 11 color names to represent the object appearance. The extracted features for each filter were multiplied by a Hann window.
We used different object-tracking datasets to execute our SARCF method, namely, OTB-2015 [38] and Temple Color 128 [50] . The OTB-2015 extends the OTB-2013 [38] with an extra 50 sequences (total 58,897 frames). We also collected 20 challenging sequences from different dataset for further analysis the effectiveness of the online re-detection strategy. From these 20 videos, five sequences (Motocross, Car Chase, Pedestrian 4, Pedestrian 5 and Volkswagen) were taken from Kalal et al. [64] , seven sequences (Person_fully_occluded, Person_crossing, Person_floor, jp1, wbook, wguest, and Cliffdive2) were taken from TV77 [71] , and eight sequences (Ball, BillieJean, Boxing1, Boxing2, CarRace, Dance, Latin and Ped1) were taken from MEEM [69] . The tracking performance evaluation was challenging because many factors influence the experiment results. In OTB-2015 [38] , the video sequences were annotated with 11 attributes for better quality analysis of the tracking methods. The 11 attributes including background clutters (BC), deformation (DEF), fast motion (FM), illumination variation (IV), in-plane rotation (IPR), low resolution (LR), motion blur (MB), occlusion (OCC), out-of plane rotation (OPR), out-of-view (OV), and scale variation (SV).
To measure the tracking performance, we used three evaluation metrics. Distance precision (DP) plot that determines the average Euclidean distance between the tracked target object center location and predefined ground truth location. The overlap precision (OP) plot, determines the overlapping ratio between the predefined ground truth window and tracker detected target object window. We used Area-Under-Curve (AUC) for ranking the trackers in the success plot.
B. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS COMPARISON OF THE OTB-2015
The OTB-2015 benchmark dataset contained 100 video sequences and 29 trackers are tested on these videos by no reset evaluation protocol. The precision and success scores are shown in Fig. 2 . For quantitative analysis,we used one pass evaluation (OPE) protocol. In this evaluation, the tracker run throughout the entire sequence and show the average success and precision score. Table 1 shows the running speed of the top five trackers. To provide the tracking results comparison, we used three trackers (TLD [64] , CSK [41] , Struck [19] ) from the benchmark OTB-2015 and nine trackers (DSST [26] , SAMF [27] , STC [58] , LCT [46] , CCT [69] , KCF [42] , Staple [51] , CN [28] and CFNet [36] ) from the recent tracking methods. outperformed the top tracker reported in OTB-2015 and outperformed the recent trackers LCT, CFNet and Staple. The average DP and AUC scores of our proposed method were higher than the recent Staple tracker. Our mean DP and AUC scores increased by 3.1% and 2.0%, respectively, compared to the Staple tracker. In the OTB-2015, our method provided the best performance in terms of a mean DP and an AUC at 81.5% and 60.1%, respectively, which were 5.3% and 3.9% more than the LCT method, and 6.4% and 4.8% more than the SAMF tracker. When comparing with the KCF tracker, our method significantly increased a mean DP and an AUC score by 11.9% and 12.4%, respectively. The proposed SARCF tracker outperformed the CNN feature based CFNet tracker by 6.7% in a DP and 3.3% in an AUC. Compared to the long-term tracking methods CCT, Struck and TLD, our method increased the DP score by 6.5%, 17.7% and 23.7%, respectively and an AUC score by 5.0%, 14.1% and 18.9%, respectively. Furthermore, it outperformed the scale adaptation based DSST tracker by 11.7% in terms of a DP and 12.4% in terms of an AUC. Compared with the CN and STC methods, our proposed SARCF tracker provided higher DP and AUC scores. The precision curve and success curve showed that the SARCF method tracked the target object on average longer than contending trackers.
We also compared our method with two long-term trackers (MUSTer [47] and MEEM [68] ) and two scale adaptive trackers (KCFDP [61] and fDSST [49] ). The mean DP, OP and AUC results are shown in Fig. 3 . Our SARCF method provided the best results compared with the other four competing trackers in terms of DP, OP and AUC. 
C. RESULTS COMPARISON OF THE TEMPLE COLOR 128
To evaluate the further effectiveness of our proposed SARCF approach, we used another large-scale dataset called Temple Color 128 (55,346 frames) and executed comprehensive analysis on this dataset. The Temple Color object-tracking dataset has 128 video sequences where 51 video sequences were taken from OTB-2015 [38] and VOT [39] , and 78 video sequences were very new. We divided the dataset into two parts namely: 1) TColor-128 dataset that contains 128 image sequences, 2) TColor-78 (30,585 frames) dataset that contains 78 new video sequences with more out of view and aspect ratio challenges. We compared our method with nine well-known tracking methods (Staple [51] , SAMF [27] , LCT 46), CCT [69] , KCF [42] , DSST [26] , Struck [19] , CSK [41] and CN [28] ). In the TColor-128 dataset, the Staple method performed slightly higher than our method in an AUC score by 0.1%. Our tracking method obtained the first position with a mean DP score of 68.7% and second position with an AUC score of 50.4%. Compared to the three re-detection strategy based trackers LCT, CCT and Struck, our method improved the DP score by 8.6%, 9.2% and 13.8%, respectively and an AUC score by 7.4%, 6.0% and 9.5%, respectively. Fig. 5 illustrated the quantitative experimental results for the 78 new challenging video sequences from TColor-128. In this test, our method (SARCF) provided the best output results (28.3% in an AUC and 39.3% in a DP) compared with the other competing methods and slightly better than Staple (our method was 1.7% better than Staple in a DP and 1.1% higher than Staple in an AUC). Specially, compared with the LCT tracker, our method was 10.3% (in a DP) and 7.3% (in an AUC) higher. The integration of different features into the translation and scale estimation stage, and edge box based scale detection strategies improved the overall tracking performance.
D. RESULT ANALYSIS OF THE 20 CHALLENGING SEQUENCES
To understand the effectiveness of the online re-detection strategy, we were collected 20 challenging video sequences from the different datasets. These video sequences were long and contained most of the challenges for the long-term visual tracking. In this experimental analysis, the proposed SARCF tracker was compared against the LCT [46] , SAMF [27] , Staple [51] , CCT [69] , fDSST [49] , KCF [42] , TLD [64] , DSST [26] and CN [28] trackers. The experimental results VOLUME 6, 2018 including precision and success plots are displayed in Fig. 6 . It is clearly displayed that our method, denoted by SARCF, outperformed the competing methods significantly in the both plots. In the success curve, our SARCF obtained an AUC value of 0.519, significantly outperformed the shortterm trackers SAMF and Staple. The improvement ranges were 6.4% and 9.0%, respectively. Compared with the LCT, TLD and CCT, which were qualified for the long-term object tracking, the proposed SARCF method outperformed these trackers by 4.9%, 11.7% and 24.9%, respectively. In the precision curve, our SARCF obtained a DP score of 0.749, outperformed the short-term method (SAMF) and long-term method (LCT) by 9.8% and 8.5%, respectively. In these 20 long-term video sequences, our SARCF provided an excellent output due to the online re-detection strategy.
For detailed analysis, we also display the qualitative results on the five challenging sequences from the twenty video sequences. Fig. 7 showed the qualitative results comparison between SARCF and others five trackers. In the Motocross and Pedestrain-4, video sequences had deformation, scale variation and out-of-view problems. In the Motocross, the object leaves out the camera view (at frames #493 and #610) and reappeared in the scene (at frames #506 and #617). In the Pedestrain-4, the object goes outside of the scene and back it again. Only our SARCF method effectively tackle these challenging problems, while other methods failed to track the target. In the PersonFloor and PersonCrossing sequences, the object was fully and partially occluded over times. In these video sequences, our method tracked the target object accurately with the proper scale estimation. In the CarChase sequence, the object car was occluded long time by tree and flyover. Most of the trackers lost the target at the time of long-term occlusion while our tracker re-detected the target. These was mainly happened due to the used of re-detection strategy in case of failure and maintaining an appropriate appearance model.
E. QUALITATIVE RESULTS ANALYSIS OF OTB-2015
We showed the qualitative results of the six trackers (Staple, CCT, DSST, TLD, STC and SARCF) for the nine challenging video sequences by the bounding box in Fig. 8 . Moreover, we also displayed the frame-by-frame center location errors on these nine sequences in Fig. 9 . The center location error (CLE) was computed by the Euclidean distance between the trackers detected location and original ground-truth point of the target.
In the CarScale video sequence, the object car size was dramatically changes over times. Most of the trackers could not determine the target size accurately in this video sequence even though Staple, CCT, DSST and STC trackers had scale estimation property, only our Edge box based scale handling mechanism properly and accurately estimate the target size with the lowest CLE. In the Freeman-3 video, the target moves forward with a large-scale change and significant appearance variation. The Staple, CCT and DSST methods drift away the target face at frame #433. Only our tracker accurately determined the target size and position in this video sequence due to the adaptation of the target aspect ratio and scale variations with the help of Edge box detection proposal.
The object occlusion is the big problem in visual tracking. In the Jogging-1 video sequence, the object woman was occluded by the telegraph poll (e.g., #74). The Staple, DSST and STC methods drift away the target to the background place (e.g., #74) and could not detect the target when the target object reappeared in the field of view after long-term occlusion. The KCF, DSST and STC trackers considered holistic layer information of the target and failed to tackle the occlusion challenge. Only Ours, CCT and TLD trackers were able to re-detect the target object when the woman was reappeared in the image screen (e.g., #80, #231 and #307). With the help of re-detection strategy and reliable model updating techniques, our proposed method was able to detect the reappeared object in the subsequent frames. In the Box image sequence, the object box was occluded at frame #477 and reappeared at frame #489. Most of the trackers lost the target object due to the noisy model updating with the background. Only ours method detected and tracked the target object properly with the lowest CLE score due to the re-detection strategy and confidence score based model updating technique. The Hauman-3 video sequence was another challenging video due to the scale variation and occlusion. In this sequence, the object man was occluded by the same color electric poll (e.g., #54). All the trackers failed to re-detect the target, when the target was reappeared in the image screen (e.g., #65). Only ours method accurately re-detect and estimate the target scale with the lowest CLE score. Due to the object motion change and camera viewpoint movement, the object appearance frequently undergoes outof-plane rotation in the consecutive frames. In the panda sequence, the object appearance changes due to the object rotation. In this sequence, all the trackers tracked the target object initially, but due to the rotation and low-resolution, failed in the latter frames. The proposed method successfully tracked the target and obtained good results with the lowest CLE.
Out-of-view is another challenging problem, where some part of the target object leaves the view. In the Box and Lemming video sequences, some portion of the target leave out from the screen at frames #548 and #555, respectively. The trackers CCT and TLD tracked the object successfully due to the re-detection ability. Our method also tracked the target in these challenging frames.
The fast object movement and camera shaking are the challenging problems in visual tracking. In the Human-9 video sequence, the object location drastically changes between two consecutive frames due to the target fast motion and camera movement. In this sequence, the object size was also changes dramatically over times. Only our SARCF method accurately detect the target position and size with the lowest CLE score.
The frame-by-frame center location errors comparison for the 9 video sequences are reported in Fig. 9 . Particularly, in the Lemming, Jogging-1 and Human-3 sequences, our method drifted at the 340-360th, 73-79th and 51-64th frames respectively due to the occlusion, but it came back to locate the target object when the target was appeared after occlusion. This was happened because the proposed method activated the re-detector module when the tracking failure occurred. In 7 out of 9 sequences (Box, Freeman-3, Human-3, Jogging-1, CarScale, Human-9 and Panda), our method obtained the best results with the lowest CLE value. The challenging sequences Lemming and Human-2, which suffer from occlusion, out of view, and large deformation. The proposed SARCF tracker achieved the second best outputs on these video sequences by a small margin to the best tracker.
F. ATTRIBUTE-BASED ANALYSIS OF OTB-2015
To analyze the tracking performance of the SARCF method under different challenging situations, we evaluated the trackers on the 100 video sequences from the OTB-2015 with 11 attributes. These challenging attributes were helpful to analyze the robustness of the trackers from various aspects. From the Fig. 10 , our proposed SARCF method ranked top 3 on 11 out of 11 challenging attributes and outperformed the KCF and SAMF methods in all the challenges. From the precision curve, our tracker provided the best results in 7 attributes (OPR-80.5%, SV-78.5%, OCC-77.7%, DEF-77.8%, MB-74.3%, OV-69.8% and 78.5%) and the second best results in 4 attributes (IV-78.5%, IPR-77.4%, FM-71.9% VOLUME 6, 2018 and LR-84.9%). Compared to the Staple tracker, our method improved the outputs by 5.8% in SV, 5.1% in OCC, 3.0% in DEF, 3.6% in MB, 3.7% in OV and 1.9% in BC. From the Fig. 11 , our SARCF method showed the best output performance in nine attributes (SV, IV, OCC, MB, OPR, DEF, IPR, OV and BC) and the second best performance in two attributes (FM and LR). Our method outperformed the KCF, Staple, SAMF and LCT in all 11 attributes. Compared to the CCT and CFNet, our method obtained the second best performance in FM and LR. The SAMF, DSST and TLD used scale detection strategy, moreover our method provided gains of 7.5%, 15.8% and 18.5% respectively when tracking the video sequences with the scale variation. The LCT, CCT and TLD trackers used re-detection strategy to track the target in the case of the long-term occlusion. In the occlusion attribute, our success rate increased by 7.6%, 8.8% and 23.0% with respect to the LCT, CCT, and TLD methods. The video sequences annotated with the scale variation and occlusion attributes, our SARCF method outperformed the third best method CFNet by 3.6% and 6.7%, respectively in an AUC score. In addition, our method outperformed the KCF by 17.6% in SV, 14.0% in OCC and 14.2% in OV. Especially, the SV, OCC, OV, DEF and OPR challenging attributes our tracker provided more robust score. These was occurred due to the used of detection proposal based scale estimation, combination of multiple features into the translation and scale modules, Edge box based re-detection technique and stable model updating strategies.
The standard correlation filter methods including KCF, DSST, CFNet and Staple could not performed well in the attributes of fast motion, occlusion and motion blur due to their fixed window search area. Our SARCF automatically increased the window search area based on the target size, and online re-detection module enlarge the search area in case of tracking failure to handle the fixed search area problem, thereby our method significantly outperformed compared with the standard correlation filter based methods in these cases.
G. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS
To explore the robustness of our and others competing methods, we used Spatial robustness evaluation (SRE) protocol and Temporal robustness evaluation (TRE) protocol as like [38] . The experimental outputs of the OTB-100 dataset based on these two evaluations are shown in Fig. 12 . In the OTB-100, our SARCF method obtained the second best rank of the SRE and TRE evaluation. Fig. 13 displays the SRE and TRE results of the long-term 20 video sequences. We executed all the trackers on these 20 sequences for the SRE and TRE experimental results. In this dataset, our SARCF tracker provided the best outputs. The Staple tracker obtained the fourth best rank because it has no re-detector module. The TLD tracker used a re-detector module but it was sensitive to the drastic appearance changes. As a result, TLD method provided the lowest output results. Comparing with the SRE and TRE protocol, our SARCF method was not performed as good as the OPE criteria. This was happened because these two protocols were designed to assess the tracking algorithms without considering the re-detector module. The TRE protocol executed the tracking methods by dividing the video sequence into different fragments and not considered the necessity of the online re-detection strategy in the long-term object tracking. The SRE protocol executed the tracking algorithms by initializing with several inaccurate object location and scale. These incorrect initialization VOLUME 6, 2018 considerably affects the tracking performance of the trained filter and object detection proposals in detecting the targets.
V. CONCLUSION
In this present work, we proposed a scale adaptive and online re-detection based correlation filter method for robust single object tracking. We divided the tracking works into target location identification, tracking failure detection, scale estimation and online re-detection. For each frame, we used a kernel correlation filter to locate the initial target location. For the target aspect ratio and scale variation estimations, we integrated the KCF and Edge box based detection proposal. The combination of the KCF and detection proposal strategies successfully reduced the difficulty produced by the target scale and aspect ratio variations. We utilize three complementary features (HOG, CN and Intensity) for the translation, scale and re-detection modules, which significantly increased the tracking performance in the cases of motion blur and illumination variation. Based on the correlation response map and APCE score, the re-detection module was activated that helped to catch the target object after heavy occlusion or invisibility. The Edge box based object detection proposal was integrated into the re-detection module that retain the proposed tracking algorithm more robust in the case of occlusion, out of view and fast motion video sequences. After testing the proposed algorithm under real world situations on the tracking benchmark datasets, our experimental results provided an average DP rate of 81.5%, an AUC rate of 60.1% and running speed at around 29 fps on the OTB-2015. The experimental outputs demonstrated that our proposed method was able to track the target object in the long and short-term video sequences and significantly increased the tracking performance.
In future study, we elaborated our work to design a classifier-pool with an entropy minimization criteria to redetect the target object at the time of tracking failure. The features of our proposed method are not adequate for nonrigid object tracking. We will try to combine the CNN features and design a multi cue expert system to track the target object independently.
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